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Scintillation Theory-A

Simplified Treatment

HENRY G BOOKER
Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Sciences. University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093, USA

A relatively
simple physical description is g1ven of' multiple
scattering by large-scale irregularities
(ones l~~ge compared with the
Fresnel scale) and of the way it dovetails with single scattering
by
small-scale irregularities.
The extent to which this simple approach
needs modification
to agree with the mathematical theory
Is
described.
Easily applied formulae are given for the fading correlation distance,
the twinkling correlation
distance,
the angle of
divergence in the direction of arrival at a terminal, and the correlation band'lI#idth. The mathematical theory for a one-dimension phase
changing screen is presented in the appendix.

1. Introduction

weaker irregularities
extending down
to a relatively
small inner scale.
Several books 1,2,3, It and a large For Simplicity we assume that the
number of papers have been written
irregulari ties are three-dimensionally
about scintillation
theory, and many i sotro pi c •
The irregular i ti as or
of
them
are
mathematically
scale Lo are the strongest irregularcomplicated. Much of the mathematical ities present, and we assume that even
theory serves to corroborate what one these only involve fractional
fluctuations of dielectric
constant that are
would expect from simple physical
reasoning.
There are
as'pects,
small compared with unity.
In this
however, in which correction
is section we are only concerned with the
the
required to the simple arguments and, strong outer-scale irregularities;
for
this,
guidance
from
the role played by the r-est of the SPf"Cmathematical th~ory is needed.
trum
will
appear
in
:ollowing
sections •
It is the objective of this paper
In the absence of the irregularto outline the simple arguments, and
to indicate where correction to them ities
there Is a path through the
to the
is required.
The aspect of the medium from the transmitter
mathematical
theory
that
is
of recei vel' which, in simple cases, may
be straight but which, more generally.
greatest practical value is described
is a curved ray. By integrating along
in the appendix.
this path, a calculation
may be made
of
the
mean
square
fluctuation
of
2. Multipl~ scattering by large-scale
2
irregulari ties
phase (.~~) at the receiver.
This is
a
key
quantity
in
scintillation
We assume that the scattering
theory.
It invt)l ves an ensemble a vermedium has irregularities
of dielecage OYer the var),ous arrangements of
tric constant having an out~r scale La the irregularities.
It may be esti[wavelength/(21f)] and a spectrum of mated observationally
by a temporal
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average of the fluctuation of phase at
the receiver provided that the average
is taken over a sufficiently
long
interval
of time.
If the temporal
fluctuation at the receiver is caused
by sideways drift
of the irregular
medium with velocity v, the time average needs to extend over an interval
of not less than 2~Lo/v.

incidence, and we assume that e is
small compared with one radian.
The
angle e is related to the correlation
distance t in the reception plane in
the same way that
beam-angle is
related to aperture-scale
for a beam
antenna, namely,

Let us suppose that the circumstances are as shown in Figure 1. The

where ). Is the wavelength.
calculate 9..
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Let us consider what happens when
the incident plane wave enters the
medium. Let us suppose for the moment
tha.t the fluctuations
in the medium
are
sinusoidal
In the
direction
perpendicular
to the direction
of
incidence as illustrated
in Figure
2. As in the theory of diffractlongratings, scattered waves develop at
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Fig. 1 - Illustrating
a plaqe wave incident upon a slab of irregular mediUDl •
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stippling indicates a slab of fluctuating medium. There is incident upon
the slab, perpendicularly
from one
side, a plane wave coming from a
transmi tter at a large distance from
the slab.
Parallel
to the slab,
either inside or outside the fluctuating medium. there is a reception
plane in which one or more receivers
are locatea.
As a result of scattering in the medium, waves arrive at
a point in the reception plane spread
over an angle a to the direction of
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Fig. 2 - Illustrating
the development
of scattering by large-scale
irregulari ties.
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angle

to

A/(2~L)

the

direction

o

of

2

The angle given by expression (4)
is the angle a appearing in Equation
(1). Equating the two, we deduce that
1 in the
the correlation
distance
reception plane is approximately

incidence.
So long as (I1t) «1 the
scattered waves are weak compared with
the direct wave. But when the fluctuations of phase over the wave front
reaches a radian, all three waves are
of comparable amplitude.
If we now
1 - Lo /({l1t)2 (5)
suppose that the ·medium behaves in an
irregular
rather,
than
sinusoidal
manner, we see that, when the wave has
penetrated
into the medium suff i- 3. Use of a phase-changing screen
~
ciently far to make (I1t) equal to
It will be noticed tha~ ~he arguunity,
the radiation
is spread in ment leading to Equation (5) simply
direction over a cone of half-angle
involves adding up the individual
scattering angles A/(211'Lo)'on a root2
mean-square basis for
(I1t)
scatterAI (2"~L )
(2)
o
ings.
So long as we preserve the
val ue of an indi vidual scatterIng
angle
and the number of scatterings,
As the wave proceeds further into
the
cumula
ti ve scatter'ing angle Is
the medium, the angle of divergence
unchanged.
This makes it pOssible to
increases.
With a further unit incompress the scattering slab into what
2
crease
in (At) ,each
direction
of is called a phase-changing screen.
spread Such a screen would need to have the
propagation at (I1t)2 = 1 is
same outer scale Lo parallel
to the
over an angle AI (2~Lo ). To calculate
screen, but it would need to have a
how the angle of di vergence increases
we need to perform a random-walk cal- laminated construction such that the
number of scatterings
encountered in
culation.
The square of the halfangle
of
divergence
increases by transit
is still
(l1t)2.
Thus, a
us~ful
approxi
mation
to
the
extended
{AI (211'L)}2 each time that
(I1t)2 in-.
o
medium is a thin phasecreases by unity.
After many such scattering
changing
screen
having:
increases,
the square of the halfangle of di verger.ce is
(1) the same size
irregularities
perpendicular to the direction
of incidence, and

--1/2

(ii)
and the half-angle

itself

is

--1/2
{(At)2}"

{A/(2~L)}
o

(4)

We assume that this angle is still
small compared with one radian.

the same mean square fluctuation
of
phase parallel
to
the
direction of incidence.

Such an e quivalent phase screen
should be centrally
located In the
extended region
occupied
by the
irregular i ties.
If the transmItter
and recei ver are embedded In the
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irregular medium, the screen should be
centrally
located between the two.
The screen needs to be centrallY
located
in whatever part of the
extended region of irregulari ties is
called into play.
The concept of an
equi valent phase-screen substantially
simplifies scintillation
theory.
The validity of using an equivalent phase screen has been checkeds
using a numerical method based on the
mathematical theory.
4.

The effect of a turbulence-like
spectrum of irregularities

Let us now compare the simple
physical
treatment
appearing
in
Sections
2 with the mathematical
theory.
In so doing we shall incorporate' not only irregularities
of
outer scale Lo but also a turbulencelike spectrum of weaker irregulari ties.
An inner scale can be incorporated if desired, but we take it to
be zero. Let k be the angular spatial
frequency, and let the power spectrum
of the three •..•
dimensional irregularities in the medium for values of k
-1
appreciably
greater
than Lo . be
proportional to k-(p+1)
Isotropic
three - dimensional
irr-egulari ties with an outer scale Lo
and a k- (p+1) spectrum leads to a
phase screen having two-dimensionally
isotropic irregularities
with an outer
scale Lo and a k- (p+1) spectrum.
However, it is more convenient theoretically
to treat
a phase screen
having one-dimensional irregularities
of outer scale Lo and, provided that
it is used in conjunction with a k-P
spectrum,
substantiallY
the
same
results are obtained.
This process is
similar to estimating the polar' dia-

gram of a large circular antenna by
calculating in a symmetrical plane the
pOlar diagram of a square antenna of
the same area.
but adj us ting the
aperture-taper
to g1ve the correct
decay of the side-lObes.
The theory for
having mean square
2

phase (A~) , outer scale Lo" and spectral index p is g1ven in the appendix.
In spite of the relatively
complicated
mathematical
calculation
involved, the results can be described
in a simple manner.
Let the normalized power spectrum of phase flUCtuations
in the
equivalent
onedimensional phase screen be t(k) so
that the power spectrum i tselt' is
(6)
Let·p(x) be the Fourier transform
of
~(k), so that p(x) is the autocorrelation function of the phase fluctuations across the s~een •. x being
separati on
of
position
in
the
screen.
Let d b.e the distance from
the screen to the reception
plane.
Thi':J dis ta.'1ce enters tn':.o the f'!alClr
lation via a Fresnel scale deCined. in
terms of d and the wavelength A. by
(7)
This is a measure of' the size of a
Fresnel zone on the screen as seen
from a point on the reception plane.
For a given wavelength •. It is often
convenient to specif'y' the distance
between the screen and the reception
plane by specifying the value of' F..
tion

Using the autocorrelation
funcp (x), one formulatea two fune-
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tions that each depend on x and the
angular spatial frequency k.
The
first is

.

2

2

SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

when (~t)2 is sufficiently large.
In
order to test whether this is true.
let us assume that the power spectruJD
of phase fluctuations appearing
in
expression (6) is proportional to

(8)

f(x,k) ••2p(x)-p(x-kF )-p(x+kF)

1

ls

where Lo is the out.er scale and p
the spectral index.
Then. by Fourier
transformation,
the
autocorrelatton
function of the.phase fluctuations Is

2

g(x,k) ••exp[-(At) {f(O,k)-f(x,k)}]

In terms of g(x,k), the power spectrum
of
the fractional
fluctuations of
intensity in the reception plane about
their mean value is then

f

p(x)

••

(t4)
where K denotes the st.andard
function and
denotes
the
function.
For small values
Equation (14) gives

r

w
I(k) = 4

(13)

(l +k2L2)p/2
o

and the second is

(10)

g(x,k)cos(kx)dx

o

If 8 is the rms fractional .f1uctuation
of intensity in the reception plane
about its mean value, then I(k) is the
contribution to 82, measured
spatial
frequency
k/ (2'1l').
qu(ntl:;

1- f

1-

per unit
Cons1e-

r{-2

{3-p}} (.L!.L)
1••.1p-l
r{~ (l+p)}
2Lo
if

(11)

I(k)dk

o

The
quantity 8
is
scintillation index.

known

as

g<tlDlDa

of x.

1

~
82 ••2'1l'

Bes·sel

p

(x) ••

2L
x t-ln{rxro

(y-

1

3

(l5)

t
2
2
2L
-) H...!...)
o

it' P

the

< p <

••

3

(16)

if p >

3

(17)

2
According to Equation (5), the
spectrum I(k) given by Equation (10)
should have a high-frequency cut-off
at approximately

t-

_I

t _, (~ )

o

where Y is Euler's number.

(12)
When (~t)2 1s sufficiently large.
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the intensity spectrum at high spatial
frequencies depends on small values of
x in Equation (10).
We may then
approximate Equation (8) as

inserted. The same applies when p ~ 3
because of the slow variation
or
tn(~~)2 in Equation (21).
However-.
Equation (20) shows that, when p < 3,
the power of (~~)2 in Equation (5)
needs to be increased from 1/2 to
1/(p-1).

and Equation (9) as

2
g(x,k) = exp[-2(6~) {l-p(x)}]

(19)

ThiS function is now independent of k
so
that
Equation
(10) becomes a
Fourier transformation.
Moreover, in
Equation (19) we may use the appro ximate expressions for p(x) given in
Equations (15), (16) and (17).
In
this way we obtain for the correlation
distance in the reception plane

if

1 < p < 3

It is desirable to adjust the
numerical coefficients so that the
intensity correlation distance corresponds to approximatelY 50% decorrelation.
Suitable values are shown in
Table 1 for four values of the spectral index. The value 7/3 is required
for use in the ionosphere in the HF
band. 6
The
value
8/3 is the
Kolmogoroff value required for use in
the troposphere. 7
The value 3
required for scintillation caused by
reflection of radio and optical waves
from a rough ocean. 8
It is also the
value required for scintillation in
underwater sound.~

is

(20)
Table 1

--

--

1/2

a L /[(~~)2{1+tn(~~)2}J

Intensity correlation scale
for multiple scattering

o

itp::3

(21)
Spectral
index p

if

P

>

3

(22)

where a is a numerical coefficient
that varies with p.
Both of expressions (20) and (22) become unsatisfactory as p approaches 3, and need to
be replaced by Equation (21) at p = 3.
Compar ison of Equation (22) wi th
Equation (5) shows that the simple
argument
given
in
Section
2
is
substantially correct if p > 3, provided that a numerical coefficient is
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-7/3

0.4 L /{(~~)2}
o

8/3

0.6 Lo /{(~~)2}
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5.

Condition for multip~e scattering

SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

zones on the screen, we must have

The resul ts shown in Table 1
apply if th~n
square fluctuation
of phase
(~t)2
is
sufficiently
large •
We need to investigate
how
large.

L »

F

(26)

----d----

Let us consider roultiple scattering by a fluct'uating medium with a
turbulence-:like spectrum of irregularities and an outer scale La such that
L

»

o

F

(23)

where F is the Fresnel scale given by
Equation (7).
This is the situation
commonly encountered in scintillation
phenomena.
In these circumstances
there is not just one ray through the
EQUIVAlENT""'-RECEPTION
fluctuating medium to a point on the
PLANE
PHASE SCREEN
reception plane, but several.
Using
an equivalent phase screen, multiple
paths are illustrated
in Figure 3.
multiple, paths
Associated with each path, there is a Fig. 3 - Illustrating
through
a
phase
screen that.
Fresnel
zone of scale F on the
represents
a
slab
of fluctuascreen.
These zones are distributed
ting
medium.
over an area of the screen whose size
may be characterized
by a scale L. ~rom Equation (25)~ this m9ans t~t ,~
The half-angle of the spre'a.d in the must
have
direction of arrival at a point on the
reception plane-iS approximately
1 « F
(27)
(24)

Lid

But this is the same as the angle
gi ven in Equation (1).
Equating the
two, and using Equation (7), we have
L=

For there

to

2

F 19.

Substituting
for t .from Equations
(20), (21) and (22), the condition for
the existence
of mult'iple
Fresnel
zones becomes

,(25)

be many Fresnel

(28)
where
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(aL IF)P-1

o

if 1 <

if P
(aL IF)2
o

By virtue
follows that

=

p < 3

3

(30)

Up>3

of inequality

(33)

(29)

(23), it

scattering
Is 15 weak. Nevertheless
the magnitude of the scattering
is
still of practical interest.
___ For sufficiently
small values of'
(11~)2 , the exponential
functions in
Equation (9) may be expanded to two
terms to gi ve
(34)

g(x,k)

(32)

This
means that
many multiple
scatterings must take place before one
can
apply
the
simple
argument
presented in Section 2 as modified by
Equations (20), (21) and (22).
be remembered that
---It is should
the mean square fluctuation
(11~)2

of phase involved in an ensemble average and, if estimated by means of a
i nvol ves measur etemporal average
ments extending over an interval of
not less than 2'11'L o Iv, where v is the
drift-speed of the fluctuations.
',the
mean square fluctuation of phase over
a single fading period is much less
than (A~)2.
The rms fluctuation
of
phase over a fading period only needs
to be large compared with one radian
in order to satisfy inequality (28).6

If. we substitute
this value of g(x.k)
into Equation (10) J the first
tem
integrates to give an impulse function
which represents passage of the incident plane 'Nave through the screen
undisturbed.
It is the second term
that gives the weak scattering.
Hence
the
spectrum
of
the
fractional
intensity
fluctuations
in
the
reception plane is
=
~(11~)2

J

6.

--

Weaksingle scatterin~

______
When (A~)2 is equal to the value
U~~)2 gi ven by Equations (29),
(30)
and c(31), there is only one Fresnel
zone on the equivalent phase screen.
'Nhen

204
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f f(x,k)cos(kx)dx
o

(35)

We now sU~dti tute frOll! E~uation (8)
into expression (35).
We then have
three integrals each of' which may be
evaluated using the fact that the
Fourier transform
of' p(x) 1s the
normalized phase spectrum ~(k) appearing in expression
(6).
Expression
(35) therefore evaluates to
2(11~)2

{2~(k)-~(k)exp (j k2r2)
-~(k )exp (-j k2~)}

or

(36)

BOOKER: SCINTILLA nON THEORY -A

The
oscillatory
behaviour
appearing in expression (37) is an
artifact
of the thin phase screen.
For
an
extended
medium,
the
oscillation
is smoothed out,
and
Equation (37) becomes

if

k

»

F-1

« F-1

(38)

SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

and for k < Lo it is proportioncU to
k-4•
We see therefore
that. under
condi tions of weak scat.tering,
the
intensity spectrum maximizes near k ••
F-1 unless p ~ 4.
Under conditions of weak scattering,
the half-angle
of the cone
over which radiation
arrives
at a
point in the reception plane is
A/(21rF)

(41)

This angle is usually qui te smcU~.
Nevertheless, lU1der the conditions of
inequality (23) .• it is large compared
with
the angle 1/(21rL o ) appearing in
(38)
and
(39)
are
Expressions
written
as
conveniently
a single expression (2). This means that •. whenthe incident wave enters the fluctuexpression
ating medium, weak single scattering
by small-scale irregularities
(scales
from the Fresnel scale downwards) 1s
(40)
by
more important that scattering
large-scale
irregularities.
However.
as the wave penetrates into the flueThe coefficient
of (At)2 t(k) in tuating medium, the value of (f..) 2
either Equation (37) 'or Equation (40) increases, and with it the cumulative
is what is known as the Fresnel angle of uruIlti pte SC=1ttering by the
ril';~ring t'acto,". Under ccnditions of lar ge-scale
i.·regularitles •
This
weak scattering,
it is the factor by cumulati ve angle is equal to expreswhich the power spectrum of the phase sion
(1),
where I. is
given by
fluctuations
1n the reception plane Equations (20), (21) and (22). Ultimust be multiplied in order to obtain mately, the cummulative angle ot scatthe power spectrum of the fractional
tering by lar ga-scale irregularities
intensi ty fluctuations.
For k > F-1 exceeds the angle of scattering
by
the power spectrum of the fra'ctional
small-scale
irregularities.
This
intensity
fluctuations
is twice the occurs when expression
(1) exceeds
power spectrum of the phase fluctuaexpression (41), that is, when
tions, and therefore behaves as k-p.
This provides a convenient way of
I. < F
(42)
assessing
the
spectral
index p
observationally.
For Lo-~ < k < F-1 Use of the expression
tor I. In
the power spectrum of the intensity
Equations (20), (2t) andI (22) converts
fluctuations
is proportioned to kP-4, this inequality into

if

k

(39)

>
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where (6~)2c is gi ven by expressions
As (6~)2 in(29) , (30) and (31).
2
creases through the value (6~) e , multiple
scattering
by large-scale
irregulari ties takes over from single
scat ter ing by small-scale
irregularities
as the predominant scattering
phenomenon.
In practice,
multiple
scattering
by large-scale
irregularities
is easily distinguished
from
single
scattering
by small-scale
irregularities
by the fact that, in
the former case, fading is deep (scintillation
index of the order of unity)
while, in the latter case, fading is
shallow
(scintillation
index small
compared with unity).
If desired,
one can describe
scattering
by irregularities
of scale
less than the Fresnel scale as diffractive scattering,
and scattering by
irregular i ties
greater
than
the
Fresnel scale
as refractive
scattering.
One may then say that, as
2

(6~)_ increasp.s through
the
valuo
(6~)2, multiple refractive
scattering
takeg over from single diffractive
scattering as the predominant scattering phenomenon. The way in which this
happens can be illustrated
by drawing
graphs of the intensity
spectrum at
the reception plane for a series of
increasing values of (11~)2. Based on
Equation (10), diagrams illustrating
this behaviour are to be found in the
literature.7,9
For single diffractive
scattering,
the intensity
spectrum
maximizes near k = F-1 unless p ;;: 4.
As multiple
refractive
scattering
takes over, the intensity
spectrum
broadens both towards high spatial

frequencies
and towards low.
The
important part of the spectrum then
extends from k = t-~, where t is given
by Equations (20), (21) and (22), down
to k = L-~, where L is given by
Equation (25).
7.

Twinkling

The fact
that,
when multiple
refractive scattering is dominant, the
intensity
spectrum has not only a
high-frequency cut-off at k •• 1-~ but
also a low-frequency cut-off
at kL-~ 'is of some interest.
For the
autocorrelation
function"
of
the
intensity in the reception plane, the
half-width is 1, but there is a tail
of scale L.
An examination of the
fluctuation
of intensity
across the
reception
plane would show a deep
fluctuation
of scale t, modulated at
scale L. If the pattern is drifting
with velocity
v across
a fixed
recei ver, one sees a signal that is
fading deeply with quasi-period 2~t/v.
modulated at quasi-period 2~L/v.
The modulation
is what, for
optical
propagation
in the tropo~phere, is known as twinkling.
Twinkling is of interest
in all scintillation phenomena for which multiple
refractl ve
scattering
dominates
diffractive
scattering.
However, 1r
{L\r)2 is very large compared with
(11~)2in
Equations
(29).
(30) and
c
(31), then twinkling becomes such a
slbw and weak fluctuation
that it
ceases to be of practical
interest.
This is usually true when the scale L
of the spread in Fresnel zones 1n
Figure 3 exceeds the outer scale Lo.
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8.

Correlation

SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

bandwidth
(47)

Scattering
in the fluctuating
medium can restrict
the bandwidth
available for transmission through the
medium. This restriction
is negligible for weak scattering
but can be
quite important when·multiple refracti ve scattering
dominates.
Consider
the latter case.
path
In Figure 3, a scattered
arri ving at the reception plane at an
angle e to the direction of incidence
has a path-length
that axceeds the
direct path by approximately e2d/2.
The largest
path
difference
of
importance is obtained by using the
value of e in Equation ('), and is
therefore approximately

The corresponding
angular frequency

phase difference
is

at

w

Written in terms of 'the Fresnel scale
in Equation (7), the fractional
correlation bandwidth becomes
(48)

As it should, this reduces to unity at
the transition
F from multiple,
refracti ve
scat tar ing
to
single
diffractive scattering.

i •••

distance

Let us now restate
the various
results that have been derived so as'
to be applicable when the source is,at
a finite
distance
d1 from the
equivalent
phase screen
and the
receiver is at a dIstance d2 from the
screen, so that the total
distance
between transmitter -and rece! vel' is
d,

where c is the velocity of light.
For
a fraction variation Aw/w in the frequency, the phase difference in expression (45) varies by

Source at finite

-9.

+

d2•

We now have a situation
in which
transmission
cculd take. plaae
in
either
direction.
We continue to
define t as shown in Table 1 or. more
generally, in Equations (20). (21) and
(22).
For multiple refractive
scat1 is now the correlation
tering,
distance just beyond the screen.
For
transmission
from terminal
1 to
terminal 2, the correlation
distance
at terminal 2 is

The useful bandwidth is that for which
expression (46) does not vary by more
d1+d2 f.
(49)
than about a radian.
Hence the frac12 - d1
tional correlation
bandwidth Is obtained by equating expression (46) to while for transmission from terminal 2
a half, and is
to
terminal
1.
the
correlation
distance at terminal 1 is
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The transi tion from predominantly
diffractive scattering to

If L is the scale
of Fresnel zones across
phase screen, then the
di vergence in the rays
is Lid,.
But it 1s
Hence

of the spread
the equivalent
half-angle of
at terminal ,
also A/(2d.,).

antly multiple refract! ve scattering
occurs where L =' F and therefore~ in
accordance with Equation (55). where
= F.
We have predomInantly single
scattering
by small-scale
irregularities when

t

L < F.
(51)

predomin-

9. > F

and predominantly multiple
by large-scale irregularities

The same argument for terminal 2 shows
that it is also true that

L > F.

t

(56)

scattering
when

< F

(57)

(52)

Equations (5') and (52) are consistent
by virtue of Equations (49) and (50);
both give
A

L =

(53)

21T2.

The Fresnel scale
is now defined as

F =

[L

d"+d

2'lT

The half-angle of di vergence in
the rays at terminal 1 15 approximately
d2

21TF
2'1ri.

AA

d, +d2
d2

if'

t

>

F

(58)

if'

t

<

F

(59)

in the screen
The half-angle of di vergence in the
rays at terminal 2 is approximately
(54 )

d,d2
, 2J1/2

2'1rF
2'1ri.

d1

Consequently, Equation (53) becomes

A-

d, +d2

t

>

F

(60)

if'

t

<

F

(61)

d,

(55)

This is identical with Equation (25)
except that F is now defined by
Equation (54) rather than by Equation

if'

The fading correlation
distance
terminal , is approximately

(7) •

if'
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1111
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t

>

F

at

(62)
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d +d

it is

if 1

, d2 2 1

<

F

The fading correlation
distance
terminal 2 is approximately
d , +d2
. F
d,
d +d2

-'-R.

if 1

if
The twinkling
terminal , is

correlation

d,2+d2 1F2
d
F
d2
d, +d2

The twinkling
terminal 2 is

SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

>

F

1 < F

distance

(63)

at
(11)

(64)

(65)

at

if 1

>

F

(66)

if 1

<

F

(67)

correlation

distance

when terminal 2 is the receiver.
For weak diffractive
scattering.
fading is shallow and twinkling is
indistinguishable
from rading; compare
Equation (62) with Equation (66), and
(68).
Equation (64) with Equation
Twinkling is _ only important
when
multiple
scattering
by large-scale
irrequlari ties predominates. in which
case fading is deep. With sufficient
decrease of 1, twinkling becooaes slow
and shallow; ultimately
it is or no
practical importance.
The fractional
correlation
width for transmisslon
in
direction is

at
~

if 1

>

F

,

if' •. > F (12)

(68)
if" •• < F

<:11+d2

if 1

<

F

(69)

d1

If the terminals are stat·ionary
and temporal fading is produced by
drift
of the irregularities
with
velocity v perpendicular to the join
of the terminals, then the conversion·
speed between spatial
and temporal
fluctuations is
v

when terminal

1

is the receiver,

bandeither

(70)

( 13)

It should be noted that F 1n these
expressions Is defined by Equation
(54). This applies to all expressions
in this section.
On the other hand, 1
is still
given by Table lor,
more
generally, by Equations (20), (21) and
(22).

With the aid of the formulae
summarized in this section and those
summarized in Table 1, many practical
problems
concerning
scintillation
phenomena can be answered without
becoming involved
in
complicated
mathematics.

and
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Appendix

Figure 4 illustrates
a plane wave
(angular
frequency
w, wavelength
A)
incident normally upon a plane phasechanging
screen,
with a reception
plane at a distance
d beyond.
At
emergence from the screen there is a
mean square
fluctuation
of phase

210

PHASE SCREEN

RECEPTION
PLANE.

/

H Il, Radio

43( 1981)1215.
9.

EQUIVALENT ~

Fig. 4 - Illustrating
calculation
of
intensity
in the reception
plane from the fluctuation
of
phase over a screen.
Bramley, 1
except
that
we
shall
simplify the mathematics by studying a
one-dimensional
screen.
For deducing
from the covariance the power spectrum
of the intensity
fluctuations
in the
reception
plane
we shall
follow
Buckley.2,3
Figure 4 shows how the origins
01
and 02 are located in the phase screen
and the reception plane respectively.
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SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

Pl 1s a point in the screen at distance X from °1, and P2 is a point in the
reception
plane at distance Y from 02.
Let the complex: oscillatory
field jU.3t
before entry into the screen" be A exp(j.wt). and the complex: Cield at P1 just
after emerging from the screen be
f o (x)
By Huygen's principle

=

A exp[j{wt

the complex field

- ~(x)}]

in the reception

plane at P2 is

'"

fey)

=-'"f

(Ar).-1/2 exp[-j{(2wr/A)-(w/4)}]ro(X)dX

where

We assume that the field at P2 is controlled
by the behaviour on the screen in
the neighborhood of A. the foot of the perpendicular
from P2 onto the screen.
Then we may write approximately

and the complex field

at P2 becomes approximately

••••

exp[-j{W/(Ad)}(X-y)2]exp{-jt(X)}dX

f

-'"

of which the complex conjugate
f*(Y)

"-

-

is

-1/2

A*(Ad) _ exp[-j{wt-(2wd/A)-(y/4}}]
•••

f exp[j{w/(Ad)}(X-y)2Jexp{jt(X)}dX

-m

Now replace

the dummyof integration

-

e

in fey) by Xl' and that

in F*(Y) by X2• and
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form the product.

Wehave

f(yH*(Y)

=

=

AA*(Ad)-~ -m
J
J exp[-j{W/(Ad)}{{Xt-y)2_eX2-y)2}]
-~
..

It is convenient to let d enter via the Fresnel scale F defined

in Equation

(7), and to write
iCY)

= f(Y)f*(Y)/(AA*)

Then the intensity
at position Y in the reception
intensi ty of the incident wave, is
=
iCy)

-2
= (2wr--)

plane ~ as a ratio

~

exp

[ -j (2F)2 -1 {(X1-Y) 2-(X2-Y) 2 } 1
-

-

It follows that the normalized intensity in the reception
is. using different dummiesof integration,

iCY+y)

-2
= (2wr--)

the

=

-1_-CD
f f
-0)

=

to

.•

plane at positon

Y + y

CD

-1- -CDf -0)J

exp[-j(2F)

2 -1. !(X3-y-y)

2-(X4-Y-y) 2 }]

exp[-j!t(X3)-t(X4)}]dX3dX4

Consequently
=
i(Y)i(Y+y)

=

(2wF2)-2

f

-CD

=
J
-CD

CD

CD

f -atf dX1dX2dX3dX4
-co

. _2 -1 {(X -Y) 2-(X -Y) 2 +(X -Y-y) 2-ex -y-y) 2 }]
exp[-J(2r--)
. _ 1.
2.
3
4

The ensemble average of the left-hand
side of this equation is the
covariance P(y) between the fractional
intensi ty fluctuations
in the reception
plane at points separated in posi tion by y. The ensemble average of the rightI
-~-
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hand side requires
the ensemble
Mercier~ has shown that this is

average

SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

of

the

last

exponential

involving

41.

-p(X -X )+p(X -X )-p(X -X )}]

3

2

Hence the
plane is

covar iance

of

the

2

fractional
co

00

J -co
J
co

P(y) = (2~F2)-2

intensity

J

4

fluctuations

in the

reception

co

CQ

J

-OC)

3

4

-CIl)

dX1dX2dX3dX4

. _2 -1 {(X -y) 2 -(X -y) 2 +(X -Y-y) 2 -(X -Y-y) 2 }]
exp[-J(2~)

123

4

-p(X -X )+p(X -X

2 4)-p(X 3 -X 4)}]

2 3

Two of these integrations
variable.
First we put

can

X I
1

X
thereby

3

I

be carried

out by means

-y

x I

X -y

X -Y-y

X I

X4 -Y-y

X

1

2

3

4

of suitable

changes

of

2

obtaining
co

P(y)

co

(2~F2)-2 -co
f -co
f

. ~
exp{-J(2~)

co

f

-CD

co

,

f dXidX2dX3dX4

-00

-1 (X' 2-X' 2+X' 2-X' 2 )}
1
2
3
4

e xp[ - (~$)2 {2-p (X' -X' )+p (X',-X' -y )-p (X' -X' -y)
3
1
3
1 4
1
_p(X'-X'_y)+p(X'-X'_y)_p(X'_X')}]
3
2
4
3 4
2
Then we put
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1

-

2

P

1

= - (X'+X'+X'+X')
321234'

p

(X'-X'+X'-X')
2

1

3

4

4

thereby ootaining
w

P(y) = (2~r2)-2-=f

w
-mf

w

f
-co

-~I

2

w

dP,dP2dP3dP4expf-jF- (P1P2+P3P4)}

exp[-(6~)2{2-P(P2+P4)+P(Y-P,+P2)-P(Y-Pl+P4)
-p(y-P 1 -P 4 )+p(Y-P1-P 2 )-p(p2 -P 4 )}]

The P3 integration
may be carried
aid of the statement

Then the P4 integration

out in terms of an impulse function

can be carried

out with

with the

the aid of the statement

w

I 6(P4)$(P4)dP4
-~
where

<p

is any regular

function.
~

P(y) = (2~~)-'

We thereby

=

~(O)

obtain

co

I I

-CD -CD

dP,dP2expC-jF2P1P2)

This is the covariance of the fractional
intensi ty fluctuations
in the reception
plane.
It includes the covariance of the mean value, which is g1ven by P(ca).
Remembering that pC~) vanishes, we have

w

(l)

If' -co dP1dp2exP(-JF 2 P1P2)exp [2-C6~) {2 - 2p(P2)} ]
PCco) = (2~F2 )-1 -co
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SIMPLIFIED TREATMENT

j

The covariance of the fractional
plane about their mean value is P{y)
gives its power spectrum I{k).
Hence

intensity
fluctuations
- p(m), and the Fourier

in the reception
transform of this

CD

I{k)

=

J {P{y) - P{CD)} exp(j ky)dy
CD

=

Two of these

QO

CD

f -CD·-Q)
. f f dPldP2dy exp{-j{F2P1P2 - ky)}

(21T~rl

-CD

integrations

can be carried

out if we make the change of variable

x = y - P1

thereby

obtaining
CD

I{k)

=

(21T~)-1

f -CDf

-co

The Pl integration
may be carried
aid of the statement

Then the P2 integration

CD

CD

f dp1dP2dx eXP[-j{F2P1P2-k(P,+X)}]

-CD

out in terms of an impulse

can be carried

function

with the

out with the aid of the statement
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~

f
-~

This
O(P2-k~)$(P2)dP2

=

~(kF2)

We thereby obtain for the power spectrum of the fractional
intensity
fluctuations
in the reception
plane about
their mean value

differs

factor of 2.

This is because I(k} in

this appendix is to be
range -~ < k < ~, whereas
Equation (10) is to be
range O:ii k <
as shown
IX>

(11).

(t 0) by a

from Equation

used in the
the I(k) in
used in the
in Equation
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=
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